
The Story of Your Name and Its 
Connection to Community

Thursday Feb. 4



Do Now, Draw Now!
In your Creative Process Journal*, begin 
your free draw warm up!  

(*Be sure to put today’s date at the top)

You can draw the card you see here, draw 
something inspired by the card, OR draw 
whatever you want! 

This is your time to warm 
up those artistic muscles!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ge2dWbSIg0l1pDxa3qruWWljnjFh7_Jp/preview


Opening Q’s in Desmos
- Why are names important?
- How do names connect us to others? (Think about history, 

family, culture, etc).



ZONE 1 Do Now Draw Now, Desmos Opening Question

ZONE 2 - The story of a name, how names connect to community and 
connection to art: Introduction

ZONE 3 Studio Work Time 
- Research the history/meaning of your name and create a visual display 

of your name that symbolizes who you are and how your name is 
connected to community

ZONE 4 Clean Up & Close: Desmos Closing Question

AGENDA:

OBJECTIVE: Artists will design a visual display of their name/nickname that 
symbolizes who they are and how they connect to a larger community by 
using their research about their name and the Art Elements in a symbolic way.



What The Story of Your Name?
Use the links below to research the 
meaning/history of your name or last name.
*Research your names one at a time.

Record your any fun or interesting facts you 
find about your name(s) in your Creative 
Process Journal.

You can also write anything you already 
know about your name (family history, why 
you were given that name, etc.) in your 
Creative Process Journal.



Connecting Words and ART
How can the visual 
style of a font 
connect to the 
mood or message 
of a word or name?



Your Turn! 
Now you will create a visual display of your 
name! (You can use your first, middle, last name or a 
nickname) - Choose one of your names!

Choose or design a font or lettering style that 
symbolizes something about you! You can use 
the links below to get font ideas!

Use Art Elements to symbolize and connect 
your name to one aspect of community (Family, 
history, meaning, culture, tradition, etc.)

Think about utilizing the full space. Think about the 
space both within the letters and around them.



Closing Q in Desmos 
- What is something you learned in your research
- What is one way you are going to use art elements as symbolism in your name?



COVID LAST THREE:
1. Clean tables

2. Mask Check

3. Hand Sanitize





Friday Feb. 5

The Story of Your Name and Its 
Connection to Community

Day 2



Do Now, Draw Now!
In your Creative Process Journal*, begin 
your free draw warm up!  

(*Be sure to put today’s date at the top)

You can draw the card you see here, draw 
something inspired by the card, OR draw 
whatever you want! 

This is your time to warm 
up those artistic muscles!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ge2dWbSIg0l1pDxa3qruWWljnjFh7_Jp/preview


Opening Q’s in Desmos
- How do our names connect to the idea of community? (Think about history, 

family, culture, meaning)



ZONE 1 Do Now Draw Now, Desmos Opening Intro/Prompt

ZONE 2 - Review of yesterday’s lesson about names, their connection to 
community and to art

ZONE 3 Studio Work Time 
- Finish creating your visual display of your name that symbolizes who you 

are and how your name is connected to community and upload it 
(along with all of your notes and sketches) to your portfolio.

ZONE 4 Clean Up & Close: Desmos Closing Question

AGENDA:

OBJECTIVE: Artists will design a visual display of their name/nickname that 
symbolizes who they are and how they connect to a larger community by 
using their research about their name and the Art Elements in a symbolic way.



What The Story of Your Name?
Use the links below to research the 
meaning/history of your name and any 
knowledge you already have about your 
name (family history, why you were given that 
name, etc.) in order to determine how your 
name connects you to a community. 

Use Art Elements to symbolize this 
connection in your name display.



Connecting Words and ART

Use a font or 
lettering style for 
your name display 
that represents 
something about 
you! Check out the 
link below for font ideas!

Font style can 
emphasize a 
mood or 
meaning of a 
word!



Finish your visual display of your name! (You can use 
your first, middle, last name or a nickname)

Choose a font or lettering style that symbolizes 
something about you!

Use Art Elements to symbolize and connect your 
name to one aspect of community (Family, history, 
meaning, culture, tradition, etc.)

Think about utilizing the full space. Think about the 
space both within the letters and around them.

All done? Go to the next 
slide for information on 

uploading to your 
portfolio!



All Done?

○ Upload a photo of your final name 
display AND

○ Upload a photo (or photos) of your 
original research notes and 
sketched into your online portfolio!

Portfolio Upload



Closing Q in Desmos 
- How did you use visual elements to represent your name’s story and/or a 

connection to community?



COVID LAST THREE:
1. Clean tables

2. Mask Check

3. Hand Sanitize




